This paper studies task scheduling algorithms which schedule a set of tasks on multiple cores so that the total scheduling length is minimized. Most of the algorithms developed in the past assume that a task is executed on a single core. Unlike the previous algorithms, the algorithms studied in this paper allow a task to be executed on multiple cores. This paper proposes six algorithms. All of the six algorithms are based on list scheduling, but the strategy for priority assignment is different. In our experiments, the six algorithms as well as an integer linear programming method are evaluated.
Introduction
Due to the spread deployment of multicore processors not only in high-performance computers but also in embedded systems, task scheduling has now become a more important problem than ever. In general, an application is modeled as a task graph, where nodes represent tasks (i.e., pieces of the application) and direct edges represent data-or control-flow dependency between two tasks. A task scheduling problem decides when and on which core each task is executed so as to minimize the overall schedule length while meeting constraints on flow dependency and the number of cores available. Schedule length is execution time of the application. The task scheduling problem is known to be NP-hard [1] , and has been extensively studied over decades to develop efficient heuristic algorithms.
Most of the previous researches assume that a task does not have data parallelism and runs on a single core, where data parallelism denotes the parallel execution of a single task on data distributed over multiple cores. However, this assumption does not hold true in many systems. Tasks may have data parallelism and run on multiple cores. This paper studies scheduling of data-parallel tasks on multicore processors.
There exist several research efforts on task scheduling with data parallelism in the past. Recent studies include [2, 3, 4] . In [2] , Yang and Ha proposed a scheduling technique for data-parallel tasks based on integer linear programming (ILP) formulation, and extended the technique towards pipelined scheduling in [3] . Their techniques perform task scheduling and allocation simultaneously, where allocation means a design process which decides the number of cores assigned to each task. Vydyanathan also proposed a simultaneous scheduling and allocation algorithm for data-parallel tasks [4] . The common assumption in [2, 3] and [4] is that the degree of data parallelism in tasks, i.e., the number of cores assigned to the task, is flexible, and the execution time of the task for each parallelism is known prior to task scheduling decision. However, this assumption may not be practical in some cases. In contrast, this paper assumes that a task has a fixed degree of data parallelism. Tasks may have different degrees of data parallelism, but the degrees are not changed during task scheduling. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to propose efficient algorithms for the scheduling problem.
The contributions of this paper are as follows:
• This paper first defines and formulates the scheduling problem for a set of data-parallel tasks.
• This paper proposes six algorithms for the scheduling problem.
• This paper presents quantitative evaluations of the algorithms using standard task sets.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 defines the scheduling problem, and Section 3 proposes six algorithms for the problem. Experiments are shown in Section 4, and Section 5 concludes this paper.
Problem Definition
This section defines the task scheduling problem addressed in this paper.
Problem Description
This work assumes a homogeneous multicore processor. An application is modeled as an acyclic directed graph (DAG), so called a task graph, where a node represents a task and a directed edge represents a flow dependency between the two tasks. Figure 1 shows an example of a task graph. In this graph, tasks labeled S and E are dummy tasks which do not perform any meaningful computation. Tasks S and E denote an entry point and an exit point of the application, respectively. Two integer values are associated with each task. The first number denotes the degree of data parallelism of the task, and the latter number denotes the execution time of the task. For example, task 1 runs on four cores, and it takes 40 time units to perform the task.
In this paper, we assume that individual tasks are written in a parallel programming language by human programmers, and that the programmers decide the degree of data parallelism. How to decide the degree of parallelism and how to know the execution time are up to the programmers, and are out of the scope of this paper.
ILP Formulation
The task scheduling problem described above can be formulated by an integer linear programming (ILP) problem.
Let time i , start i , and f inish i denote the execution time, start time and finish time of task i, respectively. par i denotes the data parallelism, meaning that task i must be mapped onto par i cores. f low i1,i2 denotes a flow dependency between tasks i1 and i2. f low i1,i2 is 1 if task i1 must proceed task i2. map i,j denotes mapping of tasks on cores. map i,j is 1 if task i is mapped to core j.
Then, the task scheduling problem is formally defined as follows: Given time i , par i and f low i1,i2 , decide start i , f inish i and map i,j which minimize the objective function (1), while meeting the constraints (2), (3), (4) and (5).
Minimize:
Subject to:
It should be noted that f inish i is a dependent variable on start i (see Equation 3 ). Therefore, the decision variables of the scheduling problem are start i and map i,j . We call values of start i and map i,j for all i and j a schedule (or a scheduling result) of the task graph. A schedule is called feasible if the schedule satisfies all of the constraints (2), (3), (4) and (5). The maximum value of f inish i , which is the objective function (1), is called the schedule length. Then, the scheduling problem can be restated as follows: For a given task graph, find a feasible schedule with the minimum schedule length.
Although optimal scheduling results can be obtained by solving the ILP formulas, it is not practical for large task sets in terms of CPU runtime. In the next section, we propose six heuristic algorithms based on list scheduling.
The Proposed Algorithms
In this section, we propose six algorithms for the scheduling problem. All of the six algorithms are based on list scheduling, but their priority assignment strategies are different.
The Overall Algorithm
The basis of the six algorithms is a simple list scheduling algorithm. An important concept of list scheduling is ReadyList, which contains a set of executable tasks. Here, a task is said to be executable if all of its preceding tasks are completed. Below is a fundamental algorithm of list scheduling.
1. Initialize ReadyList and IdleCores; ReadyList = ∅ ; IdleCores = the number of total cores; 2. Select a task which has the highest priority from ReadyList, and schedule the task as early as it is schedulable; There exist a large number of variations of list scheduling depending on how to define the priority in step 2.
A Motivating Example
In [5] , Kasahara and Narita propose a list-based scheduling algorithm, named CP/MISF (critical path/most immediate successor first). The CP/MISF algorithm is designed for task scheduling without data parallelism. Although it was proposed three decades ago, it is still recognized as one of the best heuristic algorithms because of the high quality of results as well as the low computational complexity. As the name of the algorithm indicates, the CP/MISF algorithm takes into account two factors to define the priority of tasks; the critical path length and the number of immediate successors. Figure 2 shows the same task graph as in Figure 1 , but we have added two numbers to each task, denoting the critical path length and the number of immediate successors. The critical path length of a task is the length of the longest path from the node to the exit node. For example, the critical path length of task 2 is 60, by adding the execution time of task 2 and that of task 5. In the CP/MISF algorithm, the priority of tasks is defined according to the following two rules:
1. If the critical path of task i is longer than that of task j, task i has a higher priority than task j.
2.
In case tasks i and j has the same critical path length, if task i has more immediate successors than task j, task i has a higher priority than task j. Figure 3 shows the schedule when the CP/MISF algorithm is applied to the task graph in Figure  2 . At time t = 0, tasks 1 and 2 are executable, but task 2 is scheduled first because it has a longer critical path. Then, tasks 5 and 4 are scheduled, followed by tasks 1 and 3. The total schedule length is 80 time units.
The CP/MISF algorithm works nice for tasks without data parallelism. However, the CP/MISF algorithm is not always efficient for tasks with data parallelism. Actually, the schedule in Figure 3 is not optimal. Figure 4 shows a better schedule for the same task set. The policy of this scheduling is that a task with the largest data parallelism has a priority. Due to this policy, task 1 is scheduled first, and then, task 3 is enabled to run in parallel with another task. Of course, this policy is not always optimal, but this example demonstrates that the degree of data parallelism should be taken into account in the priority.
The Proposed Priorities
We propose six algorithms, all of which are based on list scheduling, but their definitions of priority are different. In order to define the priority, we take into account three factors as follows:
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• P: The degree of data parallelism
• C: The length of critical path
• S: The number of immediate successors
Based on the three factors, the first algorithm proposed in this paper defines the priority of tasks as follows:
1. If task i has a larger data parallelism than task j, task i has a higher priority than task j.
2.
In case tasks i and j has the same degree of data parallelism, if the critical path of task i is longer than that of task j, task i has a higher priority than task j.
3.
In case tasks i and j has the same degree of parallelism and the same length of critical paths, if task i has more immediate successors than task j, task i has a higher priority than task j.
The algorithm based on the above priority is named P CS since the three factors (P, C and S) are prioritized in the order of P-C-S. Let P riorityP CS i denote the priority of task i in the PCS algorithm, where a higher value means a higher priority. A simple formula to define P riorityP CS i is as follows.
P riorityP CS
Here, P i , C i , and S i denote the values of P, C and S factors for task i, and U is a constant integer number which is larger than any of P i , C i , and S i for any i.
In the similar manner, we can define five algorithms CP S, CSP , SCP , P SC and SP C with different ordering of the three factors. The task priorities in the five algorithms are defined as follows:
A common important feature in the six algorithms is that priorities are static. The priorities can be computed prior to scheduling, and they do not change during scheduling. The time complexity of the six algorithms is O(N 2 ), where N is the number of tasks, assuming that the number of cores is constant. First, it takes O(N 2 ) to compute the critical path lengths of the nodes. Then, we sort the nodes three times since we use three factors (P, C and S), and each sorting takes O(N log N ). Therefore, it takes O(N 2 ) in order to compute the priorities of the nodes before running the list scheduling shown in Section 3.1. The list scheduling process is repeated N times, and in each iteration, it takes O(N ) to update the ready list. Thus, we get the overall complexity of O(N 2 ).
Experiments
We implemented the six algorithms in the C language, and tested their effectiveness. We used 43 task graphs from Standard Task Graph (STG) Set developed at Waseda University [6] . Forty out of the 43 task graphs are randomly generated ones, and the other three tasks are based on actual applications. Since tasks in STG do not assume data parallelism, we randomly assigned the degree of data parallelism to the tasks. The number of cores was changed from two to sixteen. In addition to the six algorithms presented in this paper, an integer linear programming (ILP) technique (see Section 2.2) was evaluated. In order to solve the ILP problems, IBM ILOG CPLEX 12.5 was used.
Since exact solutions could not be found in a practical time, we limited the CPU time of CPLEX up to 60 minutes on dual Xeon processors (E5-2650, 2.00Hz, 128GB memory), and the best solution found at that time was compared with the six algorithms.
Results for Random Task Graphs
First, we conducted experimemts using 20 random task graphs, each of which consists of 50 tasks. Figure 5 shows the average schedule lengths of the 20 task graphs obtained by the six algorithms proposed in this paper. The schedule lengths are normalized to the PCS algorithm. This graph clearly shows the effectiveness of the PCS algorithm. Table 1 shows detailed results for individual task graphs. The first column labeled as "Tid" shows the task ID, and the following columns show the lengths of the schedules obtained by the seven methods (the six algorithms proposed in this paper and the ILP method). For each benchmark, the best solution is shaded in yellow. X in the ILP column means that no feasible solution was found within 60 minutes in CPU time. In many cases, the ILP method failed to find a feasible schedule within the limited time. Even when the ILP method found feasible schedules, they are lengthy. Although the PCS algorithm yields the best schedule results on average, Table 1 shows that the effectiveness of the six algorithms highly depends on the task graph.
Next, we conducted experimemts using 20 random task graphs, each of which consists of 100 tasks. Figure 6 shows the average schedule lengths of the 20 task graphs obtained by the six algorithms proposed in this paper. Again, this graph clearly shows the effectiveness of the PCS algorithm. Table 2 shows detailed results for individual task graphs with 100 tasks. Compared with Table 1 , the PCS algorithm yeilds best solutions in more cases, and the ILP method failed to find a feasible solution in more cases. 
Results for Realistic Task Graphs
In addition to the random task graphs, we used three task graphs which are derived from realistic applications. The STG contains three task graphs based on realistic application programs, i.e., (a) a part of fpppp from in the SPEC benchmarks, (b) robot control and (c) sparse matrix solver [6] . The task graphs are generated by the OSCAR Parallelizing Compiler [7, 8, 9] . The task graphs of fpppp, robot and sparse contain 334 tasks, 88 tasks, and 96 tasks, respectively. Table 3 shows the average schedule lengths for the three realistic task graphs. In order to understand more easily, we normalized the all results by the result of PCS, and converted the data to bar charts as Figures 7 (a), (b) and (c). We found the PCS algorithm yields good schedules in general. However, for robot on 8 cores and sparse on 2 cores, some others algorithms perform better than PCS. 
Conclusions
This paper proposed six algorithms for scheduling tasks on multi/many-core processors. Unlike most of previous research efforts, the proposed algorithms schedule tasks which have data parallelism and run on multiple cores. The experimental results show that, among the six algorithms, the PCS algorithm yields the best schedule results on average.
In some task sets, the PCS algorithm does not yield good schedules. The effectiveness of the six algorithms heavily depends on the structure of task graphs. In the future, we will investigate the algorithms theoretically and compare them with optimal schedules in order to further improve the algorithms. Also, the current algorithms do not take into account communication costs, which should be addressed in the future.
